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Introduction 
 
A file is a collection of data that is stored on disk and that can be manipulated as a single 
unit by its name.  
A directory is a file that acts as a folder for other files. A directory can also contain other 
directories (subdirectories); a directory that contains another directory is called the 
parent directory of the directory it contains.  
A file system is the collection of files and the hierarchy of directories on a system. 
A directory tree includes a directory and all of its files, including the contents of all 
subdirectories. A slash character alone (“/”) is the name of the root directory at the base 
of the directory tree hierarchy; it is the trunk from which all other files or directories 
branch.  

 
Fig: A typical Linux directory tree. 
To represent a directory's place in the file hierarchy, specify all of the directories between 
it and the root directory, using a slash (`/') as the delimiter to separate directories. So the 
directory `src' as it appears in the preceding illustration would be represented as `/usr/src'.  
When you are in a shell, you are always in a directory on the system, and that directory is 
called the current working directory. When you first log in to the system, your home 
directory is the current working directory.  
Whenever specifying a file name as an argument to a tool or application, you can give the 
slash-delimited path name relative to the current working directory.  
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Every directory has two special files whose names consist of one and two periods: `..' 
refers to the parent of the current working directory, and `.' refers to the current working 
directory itself.  
Another way to specify a file name is to specify a slash-delimited list of all of the 
directory branches from the root directory (`/') down to the file to specify. This unique, 
specific path from the root directory to a file is called the file's full path name (absolute 
path).  
You can specify any file or directory on the system by giving its full path name. A file 
can have the same name as other files in different directories on the system, but no two 
files or directories can share a full path name.  
However, you don't have to type the full path name of a tool or application in order to 
start it. The shell keeps a list of directories, called the path, where it searches for 
programs. If a program is "in your path," or in one of these directories, you can run it 
simply by typing its name.  
By default, the path includes `/bin' and `/usr/bin'. For example, the who command is in 
the `/usr/bin' directory, so its full path name is /usr/bin/who. Since the `/usr/bin' directory 
is in the path, you can type who to run /usr/bin/who, no matter what the current working 
directory is.  
 
Linux Directories  
 
Like Windows creates standard directories (like, System, Program files and temp), Linux 
also creates them with specific purposes. The most common ones are following. 
 
bin It contains most of the executable files of applications. An executable file in Linux 
does not have an .exe extension.  
 
boot This directory contains the files needed for booting Linux.  
 
dev This directory is specific to Linux and contains files representing devices like hard 
disk and floppy drives 
 
etc This directory houses the configuration files for various applications and system 
daemons (similar to services in Win NT/2000/XP). In Linux, conventionally, to configure 
the applications or services you have to manually edit these configuration files (usually 
plain text files).  
 
home This directory contains the home directories of the users. A user with login as vipin 
will be assigned a subdirectory named vipin in the home directory. Note that the root 
(administrator) home directory is not located within home. The root’s home directory is 
/root, a subdirectory named root within the ROOT (/) directory.  
 
lib The lib directory in Linux contains modules (similar to DLLs in Windows). 
 
lost+found This is where unidentified and deleted fragments of files are stored. This 
directory can be used for undeleting deleted files. 
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mnt This directory contains the mount points. They represent CD and floppy drives. 
 
opt This directory is used or can be used by third-party applications (not of the same 
distribution) as their installation directory.  
 
proc This directory contains files to interface with the Linux kernel. 
  
sbin Linux segregates applications or commands used by the system administrator in this 
directory. Hence, files in this directory will be accessible only to the root user. 
 
tmp The directory used for storing temporary files.  
 
usr Most Linux applications usually get installed in this directory.  
 
var This directory is used for storing printer spools, log files, cache files etc.  
 
Naming Files and Directories 
 
File names can consist of upper- and lowercase letters, numbers, periods (`.'), hyphens (`-
'), and underscores (`_'). File names are also case sensitive---`xyz', `Xyz' and `XYZ' are 
all different file names.  
Linux does not force you to use file extensions, but it is convenient and useful to give 
files proper extensions, since they will help you to identify file types at a glance. You can 
have files with multiple extensions, such as `long.file.with.many.extensions', and you can 
have files with none at all, such as `myfile'. A JPEG image file, for example, does not 
have to have a `.jpg' or `.jpeg' extension, and program files do not need a special 
extension to make them work.  
 
Making an Empty File 
 
You may sometimes want to create a new, empty file as a kind of "placeholder."  
To create the file `blank_file' in the current directory   
$ touch blank_file   
This tool "touches" the files you give as arguments. If a file does not exist, it creates it; if 
the file already exists, it changes the modification timestamp on the file to the current 
date and time, just as if you had used the file.  
 
Making a Directory 
 
Use mkdir ("make directory") to make a new directory, giving the path name of the new 
directory as an argument. Directory names follow the same conventions as used with 
other files -- that is, no spaces, slashes, or other unusual characters are recommended.  
To make a new directory called `work' in the current working directory   
$ mkdir work   
To make a new directory called `work' in the `/tmp' directory   
$ mkdir /tmp/work   
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Making a Directory Tree 
 
Use mkdir with the `-p' option to make a subdirectory and any of its parents that do not 
already exist. This is useful when you want to make a fairly complex directory tree from 
scratch, and don't want to have to make each directory individually.  
To make the `work/completed/2001' directory -- a subdirectory of the `completed' 
directory, which in turn is a subdirectory of the `work' directory in the current directory   
$ mkdir -p work/completed/2001   
This makes a `2001' subdirectory in the directory called `completed', which in turn is in a 
directory called `work' in the current directory; if the `completed' or the `work' directories 
do not already exist, they are made as well.  
 
Changing Directories 
 
Use cd to change the current working directory; give the name of the target directory as 
an argument.  
To change the current working directory to `work', a subdirectory in the current directory   
$ cd work   
To change to parent directory   
$ cd ..   
You can also give the full path name of a directory. To change the current working 
directory to `/usr/doc'   
$ cd /usr/doc   
 
Changing to Your Home Directory 
 
With no arguments, cd makes your home directory the current working directory.  
To make your home directory the current working directory   
$ cd   
 
Changing to the Last Directory You Visited 
 
To return to the last directory you were in, use cd and give `-' as the directory name.  
To return to the directory you were last in   
$ cd -   
 
Getting the Name of the Current Directory 
 
To determine what the current working directory is, use pwd ("print working directory"), 
which lists the full path name of the current working directory.  
To determine what the current working directory is   
$ pwd   
/home/xyz 
$ 
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Listing Directories 
 
Use ls to list the contents of a directory. It takes as arguments the names of the directories 
to list. With no arguments, ls lists the contents of the current working directory.  
To list the contents of the current working directory   
$ ls   
file1   file2  file3 
$ 
To list the contents of `dir1', a subdirectory in the current directory   
$ ls dir1  
To list the contents of the `/usr/doc' directory   
$ ls /usr/doc   
You cannot differentiate file types from the default listing; directories and executables are 
indistinguishable from all other files. Using the `-F' option, however, tells ls to place a `/' 
character after the names of subdirectories and a `*' character after the names of 
executable files.  
To list the contents of the directory so that directories and executables are distinguished 
from other files   
$ ls -F   
repeat* test1   test2   words/ 
$ 
The current directory contains an executable file named `repeat', a directory named 
`words', and some other files named `test1' and `test2'.  
 
Listing File Attributes 
 
Use ls with the `-l' ("long") option to output a more extensive directory listing -- one that 
contains each file's size in bytes, last modification time, file type, and ownership and 
permissions.  
To output a verbose listing of the `/usr/doc/bash' directory   
$ ls -l /usr/doc/bash   
total 72 
-rw-r--r--   1 root    root     13744 Oct 19 22:57 CHANGES.gz 
-rw-r--r--   1 root    root      1816 Oct 19 22:57 COMPAT.gz 
………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………. 
-rw-r--r--   1 root    root      1446 Oct 19 22:57 copyright 
drwxr-xr-x   9 root    root      1024 Jul 25  1997 examples 
$ 
The first line of output gives the total amount of disk space, in 1024-byte blocks, that the 
files take up. The first column displays the file's type and permissions. The first character 
in this column specifies the file type; the hyphen (`-') is the default and means that the file 
is a regular file. Directories are denoted by `d', and symbolic links are denoted by `l'. The 
remaining nine characters of the first column show the file permissions. The second 
column lists the number of hard links to the file. The third and fourth columns give the 
names of the user and group that the file belongs to. The fifth column gives the size of the 
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file in bytes, the sixth column gives the date and time of last modification, and the last 
column gives the file name.  
 
Listing Directories Recursively 
 
Use the `-R' option to list a directory recursively, which outputs a listing of that directory 
and all of its subdirectories.  
To output a recursive directory listing of the current directory   
$ ls -R   
play    work 
 
play: 
notes 
 
work: 
notes 
$ 
In this example, the current working directory contains two subdirectories, `work' and 
`play', and no other files. Each subdirectory contains a file called `notes'.  
 
To list all of the files on the system   
$ ls -R /   
This command recursively lists the contents of the root directory, `/', and all of its 
subdirectories. It is common to combine this with the attribute option, `-l', to output a 
verbose listing of all the files on the system:  
$ ls -lR /   
 
Listing Newest Files First 
 
Use the `-t' option with ls to sort a directory listing so that the newest files are listed first.  
To list all of the files in the `/usr/tmp' directory sorted with newest first   
$ ls -t /usr/tmp   
 
Listing Hidden Files 
 
By default, ls does not output files that begin with a period character (`.'). To reduce 
clutter, many applications "hide" configuration files in your home directory by giving 
them names that begin with a period; these are called dot files, or sometimes "hidden" 
files.  
To list all contents of a directory, including these dot files, use the `-a' option.  
To list all files in the current directory   
$ ls -a   
Use the `-A' option to list almost all files in the directory: it lists all files, including dot 
files, with the exception of `..' and `.'.  
To list all files in the current directory except for `..' and `.'   
$ ls -A   
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Listing Directory Tree Graphs 
 
Use tree to output an ASCII text tree graph of a given directory tree.  
To output a tree graph of the current directory and all its subdirectories   
$ tree  
. 
|-- projects 
|   |-- current 
|   `-- old 
|       |-- 1 
|       `-- 2 
`-- trip 
    `-- schedule.txt 
 
4 directories, 3 files 
$ 
In the preceding example, a tree graph is drawn showing the current directory, which 
contains the two directories `projects' and `trip'; the `projects' directory in turn contains 
the directories `current' and `old'.  
To output a tree graph of a specific directory tree, give the name of that directory tree as 
an argument.  
To output a tree graph of your home directory and all its subdirectories   
$ tree ~   
To output a graph of a directory tree containing directory names only, use the `-d' option. 
This is useful for outputting a directory tree of the entire system, or for getting a picture 
of a particular directory tree.  
To output a tree graph of the entire system to the file `tree'   
$ tree -d / > tree   
To peruse a tree graph of the `/usr/local' directory tree   
$ tree -d /usr/local |less   
 
Copying Files and Directories 
 
Use cp to copy files. It takes two arguments: the source file, which is the existing file to 
copy, and the target file, which is the file name for the new copy.  
To copy the file `my-copy' to the file `neighbor-copy'   
$ cp my-copy neighbor-copy   
Use the `-p' ("preserve") option to preserve all attributes of the original file, including its 
timestamp, owner, group, and permissions.  
To copy the file `my-copy' to the file `neighbor-copy', preserving all of the attributes of 
the source file in the target file   
$ cp -p my-copy neighbor-copy   
This command copies the file `my-copy' to a new file called `neighbor-copy' that is 
identical to `my-copy' in every respect except for its name.  
To copy a directory along with the files and subdirectories it contains, use the -R option -
- it makes a recursive copy of the specified directory and its entire contents.  
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To copy the directory `public_html', and all of its files and subdirectories, to a new 
directory called `private_html'   
$ cp -R public_html private_html   
The `-R' option does not copy files that are symbolic links and it does not retain all 
original permissions. To recursively copy a directory including links, and retain all of its 
permissions, use the `-a' ("archive") option. This is useful for making a backup copy of a 
large directory tree.  
To make an archive copy of the directory tree `public_html' to the directory 
`private_html'   
$ cp -a public_html private_html   
 
Moving Files and Directories 
 
Use the mv ("move") tool to move, or rename, a file or directory to a different location. It 
takes two arguments: the name of the file or directory to move followed by the path name 
to move it to.  
To move the file `notes' in the current working directory to `../play'   
$ mv notes ../play   
This command moves the file `notes' in the current directory to `play', a subdirectory of 
the current working directory's parent. If a file `notes' already exists in `play', that file is 
overwritten. If the subdirectory `play' does not exist, this command moves `notes' to its 
parent directory and renames it `play'.  
To move a file or directory that is not in the current directory, give its full path name as 
an argument.  
To move the file `/usr/tmp/notes' to the current working directory   
$ mv /usr/tmp/notes .   
This command moves the file `/usr/tmp/notes' to the current working directory.  
Renaming a file is the same as moving it; just specify as arguments the file to rename 
followed by the new file name.  
To rename the file `notes' to `notes.old'   
$ mv notes notes.old   
 
Removing Files and Directories 
 
Use rm ("remove") to delete a file and remove it from the system. Give the name of the 
file to remove as an argument.  
To remove the file `notes' in the current working directory   
$ rm notes   
To remove a directory and all of the files and subdirectories it contains, use the `-R' 
("recursive") option.  
To remove the directory `waste' and all of its contents   
$ rm -R waste   
To remove an empty directory, use rmdir; it removes the empty directories you specify. If 
you specify a directory that contains files or subdirectories, rmdir reports an error.  
To remove the directory `empty'   
$ rmdir empty   
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Removing a File with a Strange Name 
 
Files with strange characters in their names (like spaces, control characters, beginning 
hyphens, and so on) pose a problem when you want to remove them. There are a few 
solutions to this problem.  
One way is to use tab completion to complete the name of the file. This works when the 
name of the file you want to remove has enough characters to uniquely identify it so that 
completion can work.  
To use tab completion to remove the file `No Way' in the current directory   
$ rm No[TAB] Way   
In the above example, after [TAB] was typed, the shell filled in the rest of the file name (` 
Way').  
 
A Safe Way to Remove a File 
 
Once a file is removed, it is permanently deleted and there is no command you can use to 
restore it; you cannot "undelete" it. A safer way to remove files is to use del, which is 
simply an alias to rm with the `-i' option. This specifies for rm to run in interactive mode 
and confirm the deletion of each file. It may be good practice to get in the habit of using 
del all the time, so that you don't make an accidental slip.  
 
Giving a File More than One Name 
 
Links are special files that point to other files; when you act on a file that is a link, you act 
on the file it points to. There are two kinds of links: hard links and symbolic links. A hard 
link is another name for an existing file; there is no difference between the link and the 
original file. So if you make a hard link from file `foo' to file `bar', and then remove file 
`bar', file `foo' is also removed. Each file has at least one hard link, which is the original 
file name itself. Directories always have at least two hard links -- the directory name itself 
(which appears in its parent directory) and the special file `.' inside the directory. 
Likewise, when you make a new subdirectory, the parent directory gains a new hard link 
for the special file `..' inside the new subdirectory.  
A symbolic link (sometimes called a "symlink" or "soft link") passes most operations -- 
such as reading and writing -- to the file it points to, just as a hard link does. However, if 
you remove a symlink, you remove only the symlink itself, and not the original file.  
Use ln ("link") to make links between files. Give as arguments the name of the source file 
to link from and the name of the new file to link to. By default, ln makes hard links.  
To create a hard link from `xyz' to `abc'   
$ ln xyz abc   
This command makes a hard link from an existing file, `xyz', to a new file, `abc'. You can 
read and edit file `abc' just as you would `xyz'; any changes you make to `abc' are also 
written to `xyz' (and vice versa). If you remove the file `abc', file `xyz' is also removed.  
To create a symlink instead of a hard link, use the `-s' option.  
To create a symbolic link from `xyz' to `abc'   
$ ln -s xyz abc   
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After running this command, you can read and edit `abc'; any changes you make to `abc' 
will be written to `xyz' (and vice versa). But if you remove the file `abc', the file `xyz' 
will not be removed.  
 
Specifying File Names with Patterns 
 
The shell provides a way to construct patterns, called file name expansions, that specify a 
group of files. You can use them when specifying file and directory names as arguments 
to any tool or application.  
The following table lists the various file expansion characters and their meaning. 
  
Character Description  
* The asterisk matches a series of zero or more characters, and is 

sometimes called the "wildcard" character. For example, * alone 
matches all file names, a* matches all file names that consist of an `a' 
character followed by zero or more characters, and a*b matches all 
file names that begin with an `a' character and end with a `b' 
character, with any (or no) characters in between.  

? The question mark matches exactly one character. Therefore, ? alone 
matches all file names with exactly one character, ?? matches all file 
names with exactly two characters, and a? matches any file name that 
begins with an `a' character and has exactly one character following it. 

[list] Square brackets match one character in list. For example, [ab] 
matches exactly two file names: `a' and `b'. The pattern c[io] matches 
`ci' and `co', but no other file names.  

~ The tilde character expands to your home directory. For example, if 
your username is abc and therefore your home directory is 
`/home/abc', then `~' expands to `/home/abc'. You can follow the tilde 
with a path to specify a file in your home directory -- for example, 
`~/work' expands to `/home/abc/work'. 

You can combine these special expansion characters in any combination, and you can 
specify more than one pattern as multiple arguments.  
To list all files in the `/usr/bin' directory that have the text `tex' anywhere in their name   
$ ls /usr/bin/*tex*   
To copy all files whose names end with `.txt' to the `doc' subdirectory   
$ cp *.txt doc   
To output a verbose listing of all files whose names end with either a `.txt' or `.text' 
extension, sorting the list so that newer files are listed first   
$ ls -lt *.txt *.text   
To concatenate all files whose names consist of an `a' character followed by two or more 
characters   
$ cat a??*   
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Finding Files 
 
Sometimes you will need to find files on the system that match given criteria, such as 
name and file size.  
 
Finding all files that match a pattern 
 
The simplest way to find files is with GNU locate. Use it when you want to list all files 
on the system whose full path name matches a particular pattern.  
To find all the files on the system that have the text `audio' anywhere in their name   
$ locate audio   
To find all the files on the system whose file names end with the text `ogg'   
$ locate *ogg   
To find all hidden "dotfiles" on the system   
$ locate /.   
NOTE: locate searches are not case sensitive.  
 
Finding Files in a Directory Tree 
 
Use find to find specific files in a particular directory tree, specifying the name of the 
directory tree to search, the criteria to match, and the action to perform on the found files.  
You can specify a number of search criteria, and format the output in various ways. 
  
Finding Files in a Directory Tree by Name 
 
Use find to search files in a directory tree by name. Give the name of the directory tree to 
search through, and use the `-name' option followed by the name you want to find.  
To list all files on the system whose file name is `abc'   
$ find / -name abc  
This command will search all directories on the system to which you have access; if you 
don't have execute permission for a directory, find will report that permission is denied to 
search the directory.  
The `-name' option is case sensitive; use the similar `-iname' option to find name 
regardless of case.  
To list all files on the system whose file name is `abc', regardless of case   
$ find / -iname abc   
Use file expansion characters to find files whose names match a pattern. Give these file 
name patterns between single quotes.  
To list all files on the system whose names begin with the characters `abc'   
$ find / -name 'abc*'   
To list all files whose names begin with the three characters `abc' followed by exactly 
three more characters   
$ find / -name 'abc???'   
To list all files in your home directory tree that end in `.tex', regardless of case   
$ find ~ -iname '*.tex'   
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Finding Files in a Directory Tree by Size 
 
To find files of a certain size, use the `-size' option, following it with the file size to 
match. The file size takes one of three forms: when preceded with a plus sign (`+'), it 
matches all files greater than the given size; when preceded with a minus sign (`-'), it 
matches all files less than the given size; with neither prefix, it matches all files whose 
size is exactly as specified. (The default unit is 512-byte blocks; follow the size with `k' 
to denote kilobytes or `b' to denote bytes.)  
To list all files in the `/usr/local' directory tree that are greater than 10,000 kilobytes in 
size   
$ find /usr/local -size +10000k   
To list all files in your home directory tree less than 300 bytes in size   
$ find ~ -size -300b   
To list all files on the system whose size is exactly 42 512-byte blocks   
$ find / -size 42   
Use the `-empty' option to find empty files -- files whose size is 0 bytes. This is useful for 
finding files that you might not need, and can remove.  
To find all empty files in your home directory tree   
$ find ~ -empty   
NOTE: To find the largest or smallest files in a given directory, output a sorted listing of 
that directory. 
 
Finding Files in a Directory Tree by Modification Time 
 
To find files last modified during a specified time, use find with the `-mtime' or `-mmin' 
options; the argument you give with `-mtime' specifies the number of 24-hour periods, 
and with `-mmin' it specifies the number of minutes.  
To list the files in the `/usr/local' directory tree that were modified exactly 24 hours ago   
$ find /usr/local -mtime 1   
To list the files in the `/usr' directory tree that were modified exactly five minutes ago   
$ find /usr -mmin 5   
To specify a range of time, precede the number you give with either a plus sign (`+') to 
match times that are equal to or greater than the given argument, or a hyphen or minus 
sign (`-') to match times that are equal to or less than the given argument.  
To list the files in the `/usr/local' directory tree that were modified within the past 24 
hours   
$ find /usr/local -mtime -1   
To list the files in the `/usr' directory tree that were modified within the past five minutes   
$ find /usr -mmin -5   
Include the `-daystart' option to measure time from the beginning of the current day 
instead of 24 hours ago.  
To list all of the files in your home directory tree that were modified yesterday   
$ find ~ -mtime 1 -daystart   
To list all of the files in your home directory tree that were modified from two to four 
days ago   
$ find ~ -mtime 2 -mtime -4 -daystart   
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In the preceding example, the combined options `-mtime 2' and `-mtime -4' matched files 
that were modified between two and four days ago.  
To find files newer than a given file, give the name of that file as an argument to the `-
newer' option.  
To find files in the `/etc' directory tree that are newer than the file `/etc/motd'   
$ find /etc -newer /etc/motd   
 
Finding Files in a Directory Tree by Owner 
 
To find files owned by a particular user, give the username to search for as an argument 
to the `-user' option.  
To list all files in the `/usr/local/fonts' directory tree owned by the user abc   
$ find /usr/local/fonts -user abc   
The `-group' option is similar, but it matches group ownership instead of user ownership.  
To list all files in the `/dev' directory tree owned by the audio group   
$ find /dev -group audio   
 
Finding the Largest Files in a Directory 
 
To find the largest files in a given directory, use ls to list its contents with the `-S' option, 
which sorts files in descending order by their size. 
To list the files in the current directory, with their attributes, sorted with the largest files 
first   
$ ls -lS   
To list the files in the current directory and their attributes, sorted from smallest to largest   
$ ls -lSr   
 
Finding the Number of Files in a Listing 
 
To find the number of files in a directory, use ls and pipe the output to `wc -l', which 
outputs the number of lines in its input. 
To output the number of files in the current directory   
$ ls | wc -l   
     19 
$ 
To list the number of files and directories in the `/usr/share' directory tree   
$ find /usr/share | wc -l   
 
Finding Where a Command Is Located ? 
 
Use which to find the full path name of a tool or application from its base file name. 
To find out whether perl is installed on your system, and, if so, where it resides   
$ which perl   
/usr/bin/perl 
In this example, which output `/usr/bin/perl', indicating that the perl binary is installed in 
the `/usr/bin' directory.  
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Compressed Files 
 
File compression is useful for storing or transferring large files. When you compress a 
file, you shrink it and save disk space. File compression uses an algorithm to change the 
data in the file; to use the data in a compressed file, you must first uncompress it to 
restore the original data. 
  
Compressing a File 
 
Use the gzip ("GNU zip") tool to compress files. It takes as an argument the name of the 
file or files to be compressed; it writes a compressed version of the specified files, 
appends a `.gz' extension to their file names, and then deletes the original files.  
To compress the file `xyz'   
$ gzip xyz   
This command compresses the file `xyz', putting it in a new file named `xyz.gz'; gzip then 
deletes the original file, `xyz'.  
 
Decompressing a File 
 
To access the contents of a compressed file, use gunzip to decompress it.  
Like gzip, gunzip takes as an argument the name of the file or files to work on. It expands 
the specified files, writing the output to new files without the `.gz' extensions, and then 
deletes the compressed files.  
To expand the file `xyz.gz'   
$ gunzip xyz.gz   
This command expands the file `xyz.gz' and puts it in a new file called `xyz'; gunzip then 
deletes the compressed file, `xyz.gz'.  
 
File Archives 
 
An archive is a single file that contains a collection of other files, and often directories. 
Archives are usually used to transfer or make a backup copy of a collection of files and 
directories.  
Use the tar tool to create, list, and extract files from archives. Archives made with tar are 
sometimes called "tar files" or "tar archives".  
The following recipes show how to use tar to create an archive, list the contents of an 
archive, and extract the files from an archive. Two common options used with all three of 
these operations are `-f' and `-v': to specify the name of the archive file, use `-f' followed 
by the file name; use the `-v' ("verbose") option to have tar output the names of files as 
they are processed. While the `-v' option is not necessary, it lets you observe the progress 
of your tar operation.  
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Creating a File Archive 
 
To create an archive with tar, use the `-c' ("create") option, and specify the name of the 
archive file to create with the `-f' option. It's common practice to use a name with a `.tar' 
extension, such as `my-backup.tar'.  
To create an archive called `project.tar' from the contents of the `project' directory   
$ tar -cvf project.tar project   
This command creates an archive file called `project.tar' containing the `project' directory 
and all of its contents. The original `project' directory remains unchanged.  
Use the `-z' option to compress the archive as it is being written. This yields the same 
output as creating an uncompressed archive and then using gzip to compress it, but it 
eliminates the extra step.  
To create a compressed archive called `project.tar.gz' from the contents of the `project' 
directory   
$ tar -zcvf project.tar.gz project   
(When you use the `-z' option, you should specify the archive name with a `.tar.gz' 
extension and not a `.tar' extension) 
This command creates a compressed archive file, `project.tar.gz', containing the `project' 
directory and all of its contents. The original `project' directory remains unchanged. 
  
Listing the Contents of an Archive 
 
To list the contents of a tar archive without extracting them, use tar with the `-t' option.  
To list the contents of an archive called `project.tar'   
$ tar -tvf project.tar   
Include the `-z' option to list the contents of a compressed archive.  
To list the contents of a compressed archive called `project.tar.gz'   
$ tar -ztvf project.tar   
 
Extracting Files from an Archive 
 
To extract (or unpack) the contents of a tar archive, use tar with the `-x' ("extract") 
option.  
To extract the contents of an archive called `project.tar'   
$ tar -xvf project.tar   
This command extracts the contents of the `project.tar' archive into the current directory.  
If an archive is compressed, which usually means it will have a `.tar.gz' or `.tgz' 
extension, include the `-z' option.  
To extract the contents of a compressed archive called `project.tar.gz'   
$ tar -zxvf project.tar.gz   
 
Searching for a Word or Phrase 
 
The primary command used for searching through text is called grep. It outputs lines of 
its input that contain a given string or pattern.  
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To search for a word, give that word as the first argument. By default, grep searches 
standard input; give the name of a file to search as the second argument.  
To output lines in the file `catalog' containing the word `CD'   
$ grep CD catalog   
To search for a phrase, specify it in quotes.  
To output lines in the file `catalog' containing the word `Compact Disc'   
$ grep 'Compact Disc' catalog   
Use the `-i' option to specify that matches are to be made regardless of case.  
To output lines in the file `catalog' containing the string `compact disc' regardless of the 
case of its letters   
$ grep -i 'compact disc' catalog   
You can specify more than one file to search. When you specify multiple files, each 
match that grep outputs is preceded by the name of the file it's in (and you can suppress 
this with the `-h' option.)  
To output lines in all of the files in the current directory containing the word `CD'   
$ grep CD *   
To output lines in all of the `.txt' files in the `~/doc' directory containing the word `CD', 
suppressing the listing of file names in the output   
$ grep -h CD ~/doc/*.txt   
Use the `-r' option to search a given directory recursively, searching all subdirectories it 
contains.  
To output lines containing the word `CD' in all of the `.txt' files in the `~/doc' directory 
and in all of its subdirectories   
$ grep -r CD ~/doc/*.txt   
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